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EDUCATION

Plants for Classroom Use
ELIZABETH WAGNER REED*
ABSTRACT - The importance of having living plants in the classroom is emphasized. Ways of
coping with environmental problems of classroom heal and dryness are outlined, including the
making of terraria. Varieties of plants found suitable for the classroom and laboratory are
described.

Classrooms always house some living organisms. In
many, unfortunately, all are of a single species, Homo
sapiens. This population consists of many immature specimens (children) and a few adults, usually female (teachers). This makes for a certain homogeneity, but it can
be aUeviated by introduction of other living species, animal or plant.
There are minor drawbacks to the presence of some
animal species in classrooms, although one could hardly
object to such as a culture of mealworms living in a
plastic shoe box.
Plants, however, are immobile, quiet, generally either
odorless or fragrant; when dead they may be disposed of
easily; when alive, plants are interesting, beautiful, and
very useful in teaching situations. Y ct there are relatively few plants in classrooms.
There seem to be three rather unrelated reasons for
this dearth of classroom plants. One is the problem of
finding appropriate places for plants in rooms not designed for them. A second is the lack of information
about which varieties of plants to grow and how to use
them in the schools. The third reason is the apparent
lack of appreciation for the value of having beautiful,
interesting, living things around the classroom. This is
important for all children, but especially so for those
from disadvantaged areas. These children need all the
beauty and variety they can get in the school, since they
often come from drab home environments. Nearly anything can be an enrichment for them - a means of expanding their horizons. Youngsters generally are interested in things that grow.
Suitable classroom plants are not expensive or difficult to provide. Neighborhood stores are fuU of interesting potted plants suitable for school use, and supplies
for them. They also have seeds in the spring and bulbs
in the fall. There are plant materials for any situation,
even for the windowless room if extra fight can be provided.
* Elizabeth W. Reed, assistant professor of biology, Minnesota School Mathematics and Science Center, received the
Ph.D. degree in plant physiology from Ohio State University.
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Modifying Classroom Conditions

Since plants are living organisms, they impose certain
environmental requirements for survival and for growth.
They must have adequate moisture, light, and protection
from extremes of temperature. Unfortunately, many classrooms resemble deserts with respect to moisture and
jungles with respect to light, so adjustments must be
made.
Potted plants can be placed in window boxes supplied
with a layer of gravel in water to increase the humidity
about the plants. Terraria can furnish any desired microclimate with regard to humidity. Adequate conditions
can be established in any transparent container with a
layer of stones for drainage, a layer of soil for roots, and
some sort of adjustable cover to regulate moisture. The
terrarium can be as simple as a peanut butter jar planted
with a couple of seeds or a plant slip, or it can be
as elaborate as a large aquarium with many kinds of
plants, landscaped with stones and wood, carpeted with
moss and including a tiny pool. A very convenient terrarium can be made in a plastic shoe box. After planting, it should be watered well and kept out of direct
sunlight unless the cover is ajar. Condensation is controlled by opening or closing the top. No terrarium needs
to last very long, but it may be replanted when the cuttings root, when the plants overgrow it, or when the
children's interest wanes.
Desert terraria and bog terraria are interesting, but
not as much "happens" in them. The moist woodland
terrarium can be used for germinating seeds, rooting
slips, keeping wild plants, or conducting experiments on
plant propagation, pruning, and the like.
Dealing with Light and Heat

Lighting problems can be solved in several ways. The
best si,tuation is found in the old four-square schoois
where every classroom had windows on two sides. If
there are large windows, the plants should be put as close
as possible to the glass. Where protection is needed if
nights are cold, sheets of cardboard between the plants
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and glass usually will do; or the plants may be moved
into the room. If the heating units are under the windows, window boxes or trays of plants should be raised
on bricks or blocks above the heat units. A layer of wet
stones or gravel in the containers holding potted plants
will further insulate them from the heat and also increase
the humidity.
Classroom lighting is seldom sufficient for plant
growth. If no extra natural light is available, supplementary fluorescent fixtures may be needed. Seed companies
and garden supply stores usually sell trays and multilevel "floral carts" with light fixtures. These are very
convenient to use, especially if they are equipped with
timers to turn the light on and off.
It is this writer's sincere hope that all classrooms in
new schools will have windows. The windowless classroom is a "prison," and its human inmates are deprived
of any view of the outside world - the rain and the
clouds, the birds, the sun. What sort of an environment
is this for young living creatures?
Recommended Plants

Which plants can be used successfully in classrooms?
First, there are the tried and true "green plants" for
home use such as the sansiverias, peperomias, philodendrons and succulents. While such plants propagate easily
and are resistant to unfavorable conditions, they grow
slowly and rarely bloom, so they don't "do much" for
study.
Many garden plants can be potted and moved indoors
in the fall. The best ones to take are begonias, coleus,
impatiens, and also geraniums if a great deal of light is
available.
For blossoms in the classroom garden, the following
can be raised from seed and will bloom in six to eight
weeks after planting: dwarf marigolds, dwarf zinnias,
balsam and the scarlet runner bean. The last named is a
spectacular plant. When other similar age seedlings are
one inch high, the scarlet runner plant will be a foot
high and growing rapidly. It produces beautiful red orange blossoms, and its leaves react strongly to light.
For life-cycle demonstrations, nothing is better than
the morning glory where a sunny window is available.
The cheapest mixed variety is usually better than the
more elegant ones, which are sometimes sterile. Potplanted seeds will germinate in three to five days, and the
seedlings can be trained on strings attached to the window frames. Blossoms will appear in two months and set
seed. The ripe seeds can be planted in the same pots, and
they too, will germinate in a few days and produce another generation within two more months.
Wax beans also have a good life cycle for classroom
use. The beans can be planted in pots or plastic containers and, if given some sunlight, will flower and produce pods containing viable seeds in about six weeks.
These seeds need some weeks to mature, as the pods
grow slowly, but they will germinate and produce another generation.
A third good school plant is the Tiny Tim tomato. A
fourth variety - cucumber vines - is worth mentioning,
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although mature fruits will not be produced. The vines
grow from seed and have beautiful yellow flowers which
develop into tiny but recognizable cucumbers. Vegetable
plants are always interesting to children. Many pupils
may never have seen a whole, growing vegetable plant.
For short experiments with light, gravity, or moisture,
radish seeds or mung beans will germinate in 24 hours
and yield useful seedlings within three or four days.
Two excellent bulbs are onions for root growth and
testing of conditions such as moisture, and paper white
narcissus for its beautiful fragrant blossoms. The narcissus will bloom in six to eight weeks after the bulbs are
planted in soil or on stones in water, and this species
does not need the cool and dark treatment that other
bulbs require.
Very young children will enjoy helping with the daily
care of plants, and they will also learn a great deal in the
process.
The High School Laboratory

There is no law which decrees that high school classrooms must look dreary. Any plants previously described
can be used in the upper level classrooms, too.
There are, of course, rather specific uses for plants in
high school science studies. Where there is a laboratory,
science center, or smaII greenhouse, the situation changes
somewhat from that of the ordinary classroom.
A suitable environment and arrangement for daily care
are the chief problem in growing plants in larger numbers for study.
Many plants for general use can be raised in a threetiered floral cart equipped with fluorescent lights. This
"instant greenhouse" can be wheeled into any corner
where there are electrical connections. Watering is simplified, since each tier has a tray which can be flooded
and then drained for the watering of potted plants. One
can have pans of seedlings or cuttings, terraria, or potted
plants all growing under the lights. Among the many
possibilities are a terrarium for mosses, liverworts and
soil algae; a pot of ferns for a supply of sporangia;
blooming house plants for leaf and stem sections, flower
structures and pollen grains; and trays of seedlings for
tropism experiments. Any indoor gardening books will
contain other suggestions.
The usual small greenhouse creates many problems.
Unless it is accessible (not up a steep flight of stairs to
the roof!) well oriented for light and supervised by a
knowledgeable person, it wiU serve no purpose. A neglected greenhouse quickly becomes a junkroom of dirty
pots and diseased plants. A well-run greenhouse, on the
other hand, can become a delightful "glass laboratory"
that most pupils will use and enjoy.
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